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About This Game

Voidrunner is a Multiplayer & Single Player Flight Shooter game set in an exotic universe called the Void.

The game features some of the finest artwork ever featured in a video game as you traverse through 15 gorgeously detailed
cinematic levels, fighting for your very survival in the ultimate space based FPS shooter!

An incredible attention to environmental detail, thanks to being developed by world leading movie CGI artists is only surpassed
by the sheer thrill and excitement of visceral space combat that puts you firmly in the hot seat as you upgrade through 12 high

performance space fighters!

No detail has been spared in creating an experience of a lifetime including a custom soundtrack from Alexander Brandon &
Michiel Van Den Bos, composers of original Unreal Tournament and Deus-Ex.

Multiplayer features include the ever popular Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch, Capture and Domination modes!

Strap yourself in and prepare for an adrenalin fuelled space combat experience that is simply out of this world!
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Title: Voidrunner
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
RealityArts Studio
Publisher:
RealityArts Studio
Release Date: 31 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.5 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460, AMD Radeon HD 6870, Intel HD Graphics 4600, or equivalent GPU

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish
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That was a thrill! Especially, if i remind you that an indie group made it! So, you can't expect an AAA game, but you will get
AAA fun. Space theme ok. Game Mechanics ok. Sounds and ambience is good. Graphics are good. And my point for this game
is 8\/10. It'd be 7, if it wasn't that cheap.. Unfortunately all I get after the long intro sequence is a black screen and music.
Can't play the game. Left it for 3 minutes and nothing. Steam FPS rate says it's playing the black screen at 26fps. Lol.
Haswell core i3 with 8gb ram, and radeon rX 460.
Will uninstall for now and re-install again in a month to see if any updates fix it.
For now I can't recommend it. Pity as it looks amazing on the videos.

. A great game which has great graphics and lots of original ships (and their skills). Who wants to play space themed competitive
game? Just buy it.. I love this game!! Definitely worth the money!!!. Oyun y\u00fcksek grafiklerde bilgisayar\u0131n\u0131z
kald\u0131r\u0131yor ise \u00e7ok g\u00fczel ve zevkli s\u00f6ylendi\u011fi gibi zor de\u011fil oynan\u0131\u015f\u0131
Depth'e benziyor. \u00dcstelik uzay gemisi abi kim kar\u015f\u0131 koyabilir bu oyunu oynamaya? Fakat
s\u00f6yledi\u011fim gibi orta seviye bir bilgisayara sahip olmal\u0131s\u0131n\u0131z en az\u0131ndan aksi taktirde 15fpste
s\u0131k\u0131\u015f\u0131p kal\u0131rs\u0131n\u0131z :P Not:Oyunun erken eri\u015fimde oldu\u011funu ve
geli\u015fece\u011fini unutmay\u0131n.. The game is gorgeous and has great music, but it isn't the space sim it appears.

1. There are no physics even on planets.

2. There is a hit indicator but it makes no noise so when you actually get attacked by a random drone you you'll most likely be
toasted as the AI rarely miss.

3. If you're looking for an interesting campaign there isn't one.

4. The only working game mode in single player is Waves which is only on one level. If you attempt to create your own match
with a set number of drones they will spawn around you instantly killing you before you explore.

5. Multiplayer is dead so I can't tell you if it's worth it.

Yes it's early access but unless they change around the mechanics I don't see much promise here.

. Impressive, impressive visuals. It\u2019s like StarWars and Lord of the Rings meet with Enter the Void. Great looking fun
game. It needs looots of work but it\u2019s a good start. Loads of fun.
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As cool as this game looks, it appears only one mode is even working.

The multiplayer is dead. If you try to play multiplayer, the game brings up a box that says it's searching for players but then just
disappears after a few seconds.

The single player basically only consists of killing drones in waves because if you try the bot games they kill you as soon as you
spawn. The other modes kept bugging out on me and wouldn't even boot up. The tutorial also broke after a few seconds so I had
to learn to fly mostly by doing the drone waves mode.. i love it but why is no sensitivity controls. All in all, it\u2019s cheap,
entertaining and looks beautiful. Even single player is fun but the real deal is
multiplayer. It\u2019s not easy to find players online but when I play it with my friends it\u2019s ok.. Take first person
mechanics, Elite Dangerous visuals, and MOBA elements.
Add them together in a great looking game which is running on an average of 100 FPS with a GTX 980 on-board. That is what
Voidrunner is. Although it lacks in the UI design and some other "user experience" features, the fact that it is an Early Access
game makes it a promising multiplayer shooter which we will all be playing in the future.. The graphics are impressive. I was
fairly surprised to see that this is an indie game. Although gameplay needs more improvement, it\u2019s incredibly fun if you
play with your friends.. This game is unbelieveable, im waiting games like this for decades you have to try that if you are a fan
of space, the graphics are amazing ..!!!. Voidrunner is unique for its gameplay yet it feels familiar. It reminds me of games such
as Novastorm and I remember all the fun I've had playing those games. I am quite excited to see a multiplayer version of a space
shoot'em up or an arena deathmach.

This game has huge potential, embrace it.. Warning.

This "game" have all the characteristics to be a scam.

- Forever Developing with only few things that actually work
- Gradual Features that actually add no real content
- Great Trailer.... Trash Gameplay
- AI on minimal state for the tech playable demo that is the level playable

The game promise things without results or different issues appear on the long run that further stops the developing...

Stay Away from this

The web site is also weird and have changed from time to time. This a cash trap in my opinion.. The game is built around
multiplayer for levelling up, and getting access to ships other than the initial 3 you start with. Thing is, i tried for days to get
multiplayer to work and it just searches over and over then closes with no feedback to the player.

Due to this, you're limited to playing one mode called wave vs bots that have 3x the maneuverability of your ship, and they
hardly ever miss, so if you try to fight a couple at a time you're destroyed before you can kill one of them. The game looks
gorgeous but it's a waste of time in it's current state, so giving it a thumbs down.. I extremely enjoyed the game. I also wish best
for the team as they need lots of players to lure into this gem. Yes, multiplayer is mostly dead because of lack of players. I play
this mostly with my close friends. Matchmaking is good and fast.
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